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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted which aimed at investigating effective
commands used by teachers in TK Aura Sukma Insani to overcome
disruptive behaviors by identifying: 1) the types of disruptive behavior
done by students, 2) the types of command used by the teachers, and 3)
the commands which are effective based on students’ responses.
Teachers and students from A2, A1, and toddler class were the subject of
the study while disruptive behaviors done by the students and
commands used by the teacher were the object of the study. All the data
were gathered through observation, questionnaire, and interview. The
result revealed that there were 145 disruptive behaviors found and
seven type of commands used by the teachers including question
command, regular command, indirect command, don’t command, stop
command, negative command and other command. Moreover, most of
the commands given were effective based on the effects on students’
behavior. From the result, it could be concluded that regular command
and other command were the most effective types of command used by
teachers to overcome disruptive behaviors because the commands
related were clear, understandable, and simple. Therefore, the student
were easy to understand what the teachers intended.
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INTRODUCTION
Based on categories of government regulation Nomor 84 Tahun
2014, a kindergarten is a form of early childhood formal education that
organizes a program for children to take education from the age of 4-6
years old (Kemendikbud, 2015). These ages can be said as a sensitive
age because the physical and psychological maturation of children is
ready to respond the stimulus from the environment (Israwati, 2017;
Musyarofah, 2017). In which, the children tend to be more controlling
their own world based on what they absorb from their surroundings.
Since that they are young learner, Piaget (1929) in Kesselring & Müller
(2011) stated that they are egocentrics in which they only think on
oneself without minding their surroundings. When they find something
which are more interesting, they will be busy with themselves which
lead them to do disruptive behavior. Disruptive behaviors are known as
overlapping activities in the form of interrupting and arguing, disrespect
for classroom rules and procedures, and disturbing classroom’s
members done by students in the classroom (Bowen, Jenson, & Clark,
2004). Based on previous study conducted by Ghazi, Shahzada, Tariq, &
Khan (2013; Tiwari & Panwar (2014; Yusoff & Mansor (2016), the
common disruptive behaviors done by students in classroom were
disturbing friends, taking others’ belonging, making noises, talking out
of turn, out of seat, sleeping during the lesson, chitchatting to one
another, and disobeying teacher’s instruction.
Classroom condition and environment influence students to do
disruptive behavior (Ghazi et al., 2013; Karakaya & Tufan, 2018; Şanlı,
2019). The continuance of disruptive behaviors makes a negative impact
on the development of children. Classrooms with frequent disruptive
behaviors have less academic engagement, and the students who are in
disruptive behaviors tend to have lower grades (Bowen et al., 2004;
Karakaya & Tufan, 2018; Lopes, Silva, Oliveira, Sass, & Martin, 2017;
Martella & Merchand-Martella, 2015; Oliver, Wehby, & Reschly, 2011).
Letting the students to do such a disruptive behavior will give a bad
impact for themselves. As a result, it will impact their learning outcomes
at school. Moreover, the one thing that becomes a concern, it will also
distract children development since they are as a young learner.
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As a classroom manager, a teacher as an important role in
overcoming those kinds of disruptive behavior problem that happens
during the learning process. If the students with disruptive behavior do
not have a proper reaction from the teacher, they may tend to do those
kinds of behavior continuously. Teacher behavior is affect students
character especially in disruptive behavior (Apriani, 2019; Apriani,
2019). Therefore, teacher’s command is needed here in order to
decrease disruptive behavior in classroom. Matheson & Shriver (2005)
revealed that effective command is a prominent aspect in managing
classroom behavior because through effective command it will help
teachers to direct and attract students' attention to stop activity that
might be harmful for students and their surroundings.
Based on the preliminary observation conducted in TK Aura
Sukma Insani, teachers in this kindergarten school have provided
several commands for their students. However, the teachers stated that
there was no consideration in stating the command because they have
no underlying theory about it in which made the commands given
sometimes worked and sometimes just temporarily stopped students’
disruptive behaviors. Thus, knowing types of command used is needed
in order to make the teachers easier to classify which command could be
effective to overcome certain disruptive behavior. Therefore, it will give
an effect on students’ disruptive behavior. In line with this, (Bertsch,
Houlihan, Lenz, & Patte, 2009) proposed several types of command that
can be used by teachers to overcome ongoing disruptive behaviors done
by students in the classroom. These type of commands including
interrogation command, question command, regular command, indirect
command, stop command, don’t command, negative command, and
other command.
Based on aforementioned statement, this study was conducted
which aimed at investigating effective commands used by kindergarten
teacher in teaching English for students with disruptive behavior by
identifying 1) The types of disruptive behavior done by students in
English class at TK Aura Sukma Insani, 2) The types of command used by
kindergarten teachers in English class at TK Aura Sukma Insani, and 3)
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The commands which are effective in overcoming students with
disruptive behavior.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In the real classroom situation, the teacher may find numerous
behavior problems that are coming from the students. Those problems
that bother the teaching and learning process are known as classroom
disruptive behavior. Moreover, classroom with frequent disruptive
behavior leads the teacher to make a continual comment to students
with disruptive behavior (Sun & Shek, 2012) which indirectly impacts
other students who behave normally. Disruptive behaviors are known as
overlapping activities in the form of interrupting and arguing, disrespect
for classroom rules and procedures, and disturbing classroom’s
members done by students in the classroom (Bowen et al., 2004) for
example: arguing to each other, interrupting classroom’s members,
wandering around the room, and disturbing classmates’ work. In line
with this, Nicholas (1998) in Bowen et al. (2004) also mentioned top ten
lists of the most disruptive behaviors that teachers reported were
including talking out, not following direction, not respecting others, not
finishing work, fighting, acting out, arguing, out of seat, tattletale, and
interrupting.
Regarding to types of disruptive behavior mentioned by (Bowen
et al. (2004) above, each type of disruptive behavior also has its subtypes. The first type of disruptive behavior is related to
arguing/interrupting with two sub-types including arguing and
interrupting. Arguing refers to an activity that involves students in
arguing to one another about the topic that is not relating to the lesson
in which makes the classroom’s members feel bothered. Moreover,
interrupting also refers to an activity done by students when they
interrupt the classroom’s members with inappropriate topic while
explaining something.
Furthermore, the second type of disruptive behavior is disrespect
for classroom rules and procedures. The sub-types of disrespect for
classroom rules and procedures are derived based on classroom’s stated
and unstated rules. If the students are done such an activity that out of
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classroom’s rules and procedure it indicates that the students doing
disruptive behavior related to disrespect for classroom rules and
procedures. These are the following of disruptive behavior which out of
classroom’s rules and procedures including chitchatting, disobeying
teacher’s instruction, ignoring teacher, lying on the floor, making noises,
out of seat, playing, praying improperly, sitting improperly, taking out of
turn, and wandering around the room in which there are eleven subtypes in total.
The last type of disruptive behavior is disrtubing classroom
members. The sub-types that belong to disturbing classroom’s members
are classified based on activity done by the student in which this activity
tends to be more disturbing he classroom’s member during the learning
process. Those activities that refer to disturbing classroom’s member
are disturbing friend, disturbing teacher, screaming, seeking attention,
and taking other’s belonging.
The continuance of disruptive behaviors makes a negative
impact on the development of children. Classrooms with frequent
disruptive behaviors have less academic engagement, and the students
who are in disruptive behaviors tend to have lower grades Bowen et
al., 2004; Karakaya & Tufan, 2018; Lopes et al., 2017; Martella &
Merchand-Martella, 2015). Therefore, letting the students to do such a
disruptive behavior will give a bad impact for themselves. As a result, it
will impact their learning outcomes at school.
Therefore, teacher’s command is needed here. The most
prominent aspect that should be owned by the teacher in managing
effective classroom management is providing effective commands for
their students (Matheson & Shriver, 2005). Command is a crucial
aspect used by the teachers to direct and attract students' attention to
stop activity that might be harmful for themselves and surroundings
(Bertsch et al., 2009; Martella & Merchand-Martella, 2015; Şanlı, 2019).
Through appropriate command, it will help the teacher to increase
disruptive behavior problem in classroom. In line with this, Bertsch et
al. (2009) proposed the types of commands based on its form: 1)
interrogation command, 2) question command, 3) regular command 4)
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indirect command, 5) stop command, 6) don’t command, 7) negative
command, and 8) other command.
The first is interrogation command. This kind of command refers
to a type of statement in the form of a question which typically used to
interrogate on why the students did the ongoing behavior, for example:
‘Why did you do that?’ However, this type of command is used to be
responded by the children verbally. The second is question command.
Question command is a command in the form of a question that expects
the response in a motoric way which aims at directing students’
behavior, for example: ‘Would you please sit down in the good
position?’. The third is regular command. Regular command refers to a
command that is stated directly in the form of imperative statement to
stop ongoing disruptive behavior done by the students, for example in
the statement ‘Come here’, ‘Sit down please!’. The fourth is indirect
command. Indirect command is the opposite of the direct commands
which refers to give suggestions or options about something in order to
stop ongoing disruptive behavior done by students, for example: ‘I will
not play the music if you still make noises.’
The next is stop command. Stop command refers to a command
to stop the ongoing behavior which is typically using the word ‘stop’ to
start the command, for example: ‘stop crying’, ‘stop running’. The sixth is
don’t command. Don’t command is a command that has the same
purpose with stop commands but the statement stated differently. This
command is usually using the word ‘don’t’ to start the command, for
example: ‘don't run', ‘don’t disturb your friend!’. The seventh is negative
command. Negative command is a command which consists of command
to stop ongoing behavior but usually avoiding words ‘stop' and ‘don't',
for example, ‘Silent!’. The last is other command. Other command is a
command which out of the categories mentioned above and sometimes
consisting of two or more types of command, for example: calling
students’ name, ‘Can you please stop? Fold your hands!'.
As what have been stated by Bertsch et al (2009), there are
several types of command that should be known in order to give
appropriate command in handling students with such kinds of
disruptive behavior problem. On one hand, Knoster (2014) stated that
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effective command should be given in clear, understandable, and simple
way. On the other hands, Forehand and McMahon (1981) in (Matheson
& Shriver, 2005) stated that commands can be said as effective, if that is
directly stated, specific, consisting of one step, developmentally
appropriate, using positive phrase, and given once. Moreover, Forehand
and McMahon (1981) in Matheson & Shriver (2005)defined effective
command based on its effect on students’ behavior. It can be said as
effective if the students could change their behavior from disruptive to
be a good student.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study referred to a descriptive study using a qualitative
approach. This study was conducted in TK Aura Sukma Insani which
located at Gang Mawar No. 10, Sambangan, Sukasada sub-district,
Buleleng regency. The three teachers from different classes as well as 67
students from those classes including A2, A1, and toddler class were
observed as the subject of this study. Meanwhile, the objects of this
study were disruptive behaviors done by students and commands used
by the teachers for overcoming students with disruptive behavior
during the class. Observation, questionnaire, and interview were
methods used in collecting the data related to this study. The
instruments used including observation sheet, questionnaire, interview
guide, video recorder, and voice recorder.
The obtained data were analyzed qualitatively by investigating
the general commands used by the teacher and the effective command
used for students with disruptive behavior. To help the researcher
analyzes the data, the researcher used the technique of data analysis
based on the categories of (Miles & Huberman, 1994) in which the data
analysis consists of three steps namely, data collection, data reduction,
data display, and conclusion drawing. In order to increase the credibility
and validity of the data, the researcher used methodological
triangulation in this study. The researcher employed methodological
triangulation in gaining information by conducting observation,
distributing questionnaire, and conducting interview.
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FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
The findings of this present study will be divided into several
main parts regarding to the research questions of this study. Three
teachers and some students in three different classes (A2, A1, and
toddler class) were observed as the subject of the study. A2 class was
observed on the first and fourth day of observation. A1 class was
observation on the second and fifth day of observation. Toddler class
was observed on third day observation. The result of observation from
each objective of the study are presented as follows.
Types of Disruptive Behavior Done by Students in TK Aura Sukma
Insani
The types of disruptive behavior done by students in TK Aura
Sukma Insani were conducted through observation which was taken five
times in three different classes. Every student in three different classes
indicated done such kinds of disruptive behavior during the English
class. There are three types of disruptive behavior proposed by Bowen
et al., (2004); interrupting and arguing, disrespect for classroom rules
and procedures, and disturbing classroom’s members, used in the
present study as a guidelines to identify types of disruptive behavior
done by students during English class in TK Aura Sukma Insani. The
result of observation were presented on the table 1 below.
Table 1.
The Occurrence of Disruptive Behavior done by Students in TK
Aura Sukma Insani
Observation
No
Type of Disruptive Behavior
I
II
III
IV
V
Arguing and Interrupting
1
Arguing
2
Interrupting
2
1
Disrespect for Classroom Rules and Procedures
1
Chitchatting
1
3
1
3
4
2
Disobeying teacher’s instruction
3
6
4
1
4
3
Ignoring teacher
2
7
3
2
4
Lying on the floor
2
3
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3
4
5

Making noises
1
2
Out of seat
1
4
Playing
1
1
Praying improperly
1
3
Sitting improperly
1
7
Taking out of turn
Wandering around the class
Disturbing Classroom’s Members
Disturbing friend
3
Disturbing teacher
Screaming
2
1
Seeking attention
Taking other’s belonging
Total

6
3
7
1
1
2

2
1
2
-

4
4
4
2
6
1

6
1
2
1
145

3
1
-

2
3
-

All of the disruptive behaviors done by students in TK Aura
Sukma Insani during five times of observation were displayed on the
table 1 above. The result showed that there were totally 145 disruptive
behaviors done by the student which had accumulated with the three
types of disruptive behavior proposed by Bowen et al. (2004); arguing
and interrupting, disrespect for classroom rules and procedures, and
disturbing classroom’s members. From all common behaviors
mentioned on the table above, it could be known that arguing and
disturbing friend were not done by the students during the learning
process. Moreover, types of disruptive behavior done by students in A1
and toddler class were more varied than A2. For an example,
interrupting and wandering around the class were two of common
behaviors done by students in A1 and toddler class while students in A2
class were not done those such kinds of behavior. In line with this,
students in A2 class also indicated that they have less disruptive
behaviors done during the learning process which could be seen on the
occurrence of disruptive behavior on first and fourth observation.
Overall, from the data displayed above, it could be concluded that the
types of disruptive behavior related to disrespect for classroom rules
and procedures including chitchatting, disobeying teacher’s instruction,
ignoring teacher, lying on the floor, making noises, out of seat, playing,
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praying improperly, sitting improperly, taking out of turn, and
wandering around the class was the most frequent disruptive behavior
done by students in in TK Aura Sukma Insani which dominated on each
observation.
Disruptive behaviors are known as overlapping activities in the
form of interrupting and arguing, disrespect for classroom rules and
procedures, and disturbing classroom’s members done by students in
the classroom (Bowen et al., 2004). Since this study was conducted in
kindergarten school, the students that were being observed were
around four to five years old. Generally, at this age the students tend to
have their own worlds which make them busy with themselves.
Indirectly, it leads students to do such kind of disruptive behaviors
during the learning process. From the data gathered in interview, the
teachers stated their opinions about how disruptive behavior could
happen during the class. One of teacher’s response can be seen on the
following quotation.
“The students tend to get bored quickly. Moreover, this age is still
around 4-5 years old, so their concentrations is quite weak. They are
more comfortable doing something that they want to do especially
do such kinds of thing together with the friends.” (Teacher 3)

Regarding to teacher’s response on how the disruptive could
happened during the class, it showed that the students mostly had lack
of concentrations which made them easy to get bored. Theoretically,
Herbert & Wookey (2004) stated that children in the age around four to
five years old only have 13 to 15 minutes for their attention spans.
Therefore, because of this short of attention span, it makes the students
easy to lose their focus which tended to be distracted with their
surroundings. Conclusively, it can be said that the theory and findings
are in line that students in age of four to five have short of attention
spans which makes them easy to get bored and leads the students to do
disruptive behavior when they have less interest with the lesson.
Ghazi et al., (2013); Karakaya & Tufan (2018); Şanlı (2019) on
their research stated that classroom condition and environment also
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influence students to do disruptive behavior. Moreover, this age also can
be said as a sensitive age because the physical and psychological
maturation of children is ready to respond the stimulus from the
environment (Israwati, 2017; Musyarofah, 2017). In line with the
observation, disruptive behavior mostly appeared when the teacher
only paid attention to certain students. For example, in a lesson, the
teacher asked students one by one to coming in front of the class to
explain something. Hence, the rest of the students who waited the turn
were lack of teacher’s attention. Therefore, they had nothing to do while
waiting their turn. Simply, when they found that the ongoing lesson was
not that interesting and lack of teacher’s attention, they would prefer to
do something that they loves which leaded to do disruptive behavior. It
can be said that poor classroom condition and environment leads
students to do disruptive behavior.
In line with this, from the observation result indicated disrespect
for classroom rules and procedures was the most frequent disruptive
behavior done by students in TK Aura Sukma Insani during the
observation. This result are supported by Nicholas (1998) in Bowen et
al., (2004). Based on survey that he was conducted, he stated top ten
lists of common problem behaviors that most teachers report, three of
them are making noises, disobeying teacher’s instruction, and out of seat
in which those behaviors belong to disrespect for classroom rules and
procedures. Moreover, there were also some previous studies conducted
by Ghazi et al., (2013); Tiwari & Panwar (2014); Yusoff & Mansor (2016)
discovering typical disruptive behaviors done by students during the
learning process. Those disruptive behavior found including sleeping
during the lesson, chitchatting to one another during the lesson, taking
out of turn, disobeying teacher’s instruction, ignoring teacher, out of
seat, making disturbing noises, and wandering around the room in
which all of those disruptive behaviors also belonged to disrespect for
classroom rules and procedures. Therefore, it can be concluded that
disrespect for classroom rules and procedures is the most frequent
disruptive behavior appeared in this present study which is also in line
with the theory and previous studies used in this present study.
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Types of Command Used by Teachers in TK Aura Sukma Insani
Besides of identifying the type of disruptive behaviors done by
students during the class, observation was also used by the researcher
to identify types of command used by the teachers during teaching
English in TK Aura Sukma Insani. There are eight types of command
proposed by Bertsch et al. (2009): interrogation command, question
command, regular command, indirect command, stop command, don’t
command, negative command, and other command which used to help
the researcher to identify types of command used by the teachers. The
result of the observation were presented on the figure below.
20
15
10
5

0
I

II

III

IV

V

Interrogation

Question

Regular

Indirect

Don’t

Stop

Negative

Other

Figure 1
The types of command used by teachers in TK Aura Sukma Insani
Note:
A2 class
A1 class
Toodler

: Observation I & IV
: Observation II & V
: Observation III

The figure 1 above displayed the types of command used by the
teachers in TK Aura Sukma Insani during five times of observation
which showed certain commands that used frequently on each
observation. There were 113 commands in total used by teachers during
the observations which had accumulated with eight types of command
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proposed by Bertsch et al., (2009). From each observation that types of
command used by T2 in A1 class did not that vary than other teachers in
which T2 only used four from eight types of command proposed by
Bertsch et al., (2009). Meanwhile, the other teachers used around six to
seven types of command. Moreover, when it compared to the total
occurrence of disruptive behavior, it found that there were 32 disruptive
behavior done by students which were not given a command by the
teachers. Another thing, from each observation regular command and
other command reached highest ranges which indicated those types of
command were the most frequent commands used by the teachers in TK
Aura Sukma Insani. However, interrogation command was not found
during the observation which indicated that interrogation command
was not a choice of the teachers in TK Aura Sukma Insani for
overcoming students with disruptive behavior.
In line with this, in interview, the teacher also agreed that other
command and regular command were the most frequent commands
used by them which could be seen on the following quotations.
“The easiest and simple command is my choice. Maybe, regular
command and calling students’ name I used the most.” (Teacher 2)
“Actually, calling students’ name directly is enough to distract their
attention to make them behave well. Does it belong to other
command? Yes, calling name is the most frequent command I used.”
(Teacher 3)

Based on their responses, they stated that other command and
regular command were the simplest and easiest command to be used
which made students easy to understand what the teachers intended.
The teachers also stated that by only calling the students’ name which
belonged to other command, is enough to attract students’ attention the
teacher. That is not only teachers’ opinion, but it also can be proven
from observation time, the researcher found that the students with
disruptive behavior were paying attention or following teacher’s
instruction when the teachers only called the students’ by their name.
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Besides, a regular command was also the most frequent
command after other command used by the teacher in overcoming
students with disruptive behavior. The regular command can be known
as a command which stated directly in the form of imperative statement
to stop ongoing disruptive behavior done by the students (Bertsch et al.,
2009). Simply, this command is straight to the point about what
students should do. For example, there is a student who sits down
improperly and the teacher gives a command in the form of regular
command; ‘Sit down in the good position, please’.Lentini, Vaughn, & Fox
(2005) stated that it would be better if the teachers ask students about
what to do rather than what not to do. For instance, it makes the student
understand that he should stop his ongoing behavior and sit down in the
good position as what instructed by the teacher.
The Effectiveness of Command Used by Teachers in TK Aura Sukma
Insani
Previously, the researcher has explained the types of disruptive
behavior done by students and also types of command used by teachers
for overcoming students with those such kinds of disruptive behavior in
TK Aura Sukma Insani. This part will be focused on the effectiveness of
the command based on students’ responses to the commands given by
the teachers. Through the students’ responses, the researcher could find
out whether or not the commands given were effective.Therefore, the
result of the effectiveness of the commands based on students’
responses during the observation were distributed as follows.
Table 2.
The Effectiveness of Commands based on Students’ Responses in
TK Aura Sukma Insani
Observation
Types of
No
I
II
III
IV
V
Command
E
I
E
I
E
I
E
I
E
I
1
Interrogation 2
Question
2
4
2
3
Regular
1
9
8
1
5
- 14 -
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4
5
6
7
8

Indirect
Don’t
Stop
Negative
Other
Total

Note:
A2 class
A2 class
Toddler

2
2
1
3
11

0

7
9
25

1
1

2
4
1
13
33

1

1
2
1
11

0

5
1
11
31

0

: Observation I & IV
: Observation II & V
: Observation III

Table 2 showed the effectiveness commands from each
observation conducted in TK Aura Sukma Insani. From the table
indicated that the commands given to the students were mostly
effective. However, 2 out of 113 from the total command were
ineffective which appeared in two different times of observation. Those
command belonged to regular command on second observation (A1
class) and other command on the third observation (toddler class). In
this case, the other command was used by the teacher for overcoming
student who was sitting improperly. Although the teacher had thrown
the command, the student still sat improperly. Besides, regular
command was used to stop students who were wandering around the
class while waiting their friends finished the tasks given by the teacher.
Based on its effect on students’ behavior, it indicated that the commands
given were ineffective.
In line with this, when the researcher discovering the video of
observation, it found that the problem was from the students’ factor. The
students were pretending to not hear teachers’ commands. Therefore,
they tended to not following teachers’ commands to sit down in the
good position. Piaget (1929) in Kesselring & Müller (2011) stated that
early childhood students are egocentrics in which they place themselves
as a center and thinking only on oneself without minding their
surroundings. In this case, it can be said that the students only focused
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on their own selves to do something more interesting when the teachers
gave them a command.
Regarding to the most frequent types of command used, the
teachers also stated that regular command and other command were the
most effective commands in overcoming students’ disruptive behavior.
They explained that all of the commands that give a positive effect on
students’ behavior could be said as effective command in which this
statement is in line with theory stated by Forehand and McMahon
(1981) in Matheson & Shriver (2005). He defined that a command could
be said as an effective command based on its effect on students’
behavior. Simply, it can be said as effective if the students could change
their behavior from disruptive to be a good student. The same things
also found in observation, all the commands used by the teachers gave
effects on students’ behavior. The students paid attention and followed
teachers’ instruction to stop ongoing behaviors. In addition, it can be
said another types of command including question command, indirect
command, don’t command, stop command, and negative were also
effective to overcome students’ disruptive behavior.
Moreover, from all the types of commands proposed by Bertsch
et al. (2009), the teachers stated that regular command and other
command were the most effective commands in overcoming students’
disruptive behavior. The teachers’ statement can be seen on the
following quotations.
“If you are asking the most effective, I think is regular command. You
might have noticed during the observation, I prefer to use it because
it was very clear and easy to be understood.” (Teacher 1). “Calling
students’ name is very effective because could notice them directly.
Moreover, it is very simple yet clear. The students are also easy to
understand.” (Teacher 2).

From to teachers’ responses about effective command, they
stated that regular commands and other commands which referred to
calling students’ name were the most effective command because those
type of commands were very simple and easy to be understood by the
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students. Those types of command were also straight to the point and
noticed the students who were doing disruptive behavior directly which
is in line with the theory stated by Knoster (2014) that effective
command should be given in clear, understandable, and simple way.
Therefore, the students could get the point and follow what the teachers
instructed.
CONCLUSION
Command can be defined as an effective command based on its
effect on students’ behavior of the students show positive response to
their behaviors, it means that the commands given are effective. Based
on students responses who given commands by teachers it can be
concluded that mostly all of the commands used were effective to
overcome students disruptive behavior because after the commands
given, the students followed teachers’ instruction to stop ongoing
disruptive behaviors. However, there were two commands that were
ineffective. It was because of students’ factor; they are egocentrics in
which they place themselves as a center and thinking only on oneself
without minding their surroundings.
Therefore, commands given did not give any effect on students’
disruptive behavior in which they were still doing their ongoing
disruptive behavior although they had given commands. In giving a
command, the teachers should concern on how the commands given to
the students. Since the students are still young learners, the commands
given should be in clear, understandable, and simple ways. It was
proven in this present study that only calling students by their name
could notice them and stop their ongoing disruptive behavior. Moreover,
asking students what to do is better than what not to do. Therefore, the
way on how the teachers giving a command to students should be given
more attention in order that easy to be understood by the students
involved.
Furthermore, the researcher hopes that there will be other
researchers to conduct this study and spare enough time in collecting
the data. Therefore, a lot of things will be discovered during conducting
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the research. Besides, the other researchers are also suggested to find
out how a command given to students with disruptive behavior not
guarantee them to not doing disruptive behavior in further. After all,
those suggestions are expected to give contribution to the field
especially in effective commands used to overcome students’
disruptive behavior during the learning process.
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